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Modern Machinery for Harvesting and Processing Fibre Flax
In order to produce flax fibre and tow on an economically sound basis,it is necessary to use the more specialized type of harvesting and processing

machinery. Rapid advances have been made during the past few years in
perfecting this specialized equipment.

Harvesting Machinery
Flax-Pulling Machines.-Until comparatively recently flax for fibre purposes

has been pulled by hand. On the average, one man can pull about * of an acre
per ten-hour day, depending of course on the condition of the crop itself. Flax
for fibre must be pulled in order to secure the maximum quantity of fibre in the

Flax Puller and Spreader
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stems. If the flax is eut, the loss due to stubble left in the ground is excessive.
Flax eut with a binder leaves the root ends of the straw open and very often
subject to premature retting if left standing in the stook for a period of time.
Pulled flax, on the other hand, with the roots connected to the stems, has the
ends of the fibres sealed, enabling it to mature more evenly and satisfactorily.

There are two commonly accepted types of pulling machines in commercial
use today, both bearing the name of Soenens, the Belgian inventor. One
of the machines is known as a puller and spreader and the other a puller and
binding machine. The puller and spreading machine is horse drawn but the
pulling mechanism is powered by a one-cylinder 5 h.p., air-cooled gasoline engine.
Thus the speed of the pulling parts of the machine is maintained at a constant
rate regardiess of the speed of the horses. When this machine is used, the flax
is pulled and spread with the seed still on the plants in the seed boll. In other
words, the flax is pulled and spread in one operation. It lies on the field for
retting for a period of a week to ten days, depending on the weather conditions.

The puller and binding machine pulls the flax and binds it into sheaves
similar to those produced by a grain binder. The machine is hauled by a
tractor, and the pulling and binding mechanism is activated from a power
take-off on the tractor. The sheaves of flax are stooked like those of other
grains, and when the seed is matured the sheaves are taken to a deseeding
machine, where the seed is removd. The deseeded straw is taken back to the
retting field, where it has to be spread thinly and evenly. Some difficulty has
been experienced with this type of pulling and binding machine in producing an
even butted sheaf, but further experimentation, no doubt, will remedy this slight
fault. Both of these machines will pull a width of 36" of standing flax.

The pulling mechanism is se built that as the machine travels ahead, the
straw is bent over and gripped by endless rubber belts and pulled out of the
ground. These gripping belts function at about 6 to 8 inches above the ground



conveyer belt and over a pneumatic tire, which works in such a way as to hold
the straw paralle]. This machine will deseed retted straw just as efficiently as
ripe straw. If the straw is ripe from the stooks, there is a binding attachment
that can be placed on the delivery end of the deseeder so that sheaves may be
made from the deseeded straw for convenience in handling and carting to the
retting field. If retted straw is to be deseeded, it passes through in much the
same manner, with the exception that the deseeded retted straw continues
directly into the breaking rollers of the turbine.

General View of Flax Turbine set-up for Line Fibre Production

Processing Machinery



floor of the miii a hute is built in the floor underneatih the total hength of t lie
two tuirbine -eth drun and the tow froi the turbine falls awv froin the
revoving lades antd drops down tiis cIute. Tie tonw falls on to a towskr.
wi is ocated at the mouiti of the elute on the greound floor.

7Toi Shaker This is a imachine about four fee thigh, somewhat similar to
a tibh, with the top built of narrow wooien ts througi which appear longs e-like agitators working on in e etrie. This action ihakes the dirt, shives
and woody particles froin the tow which il carriedl down the chute from the
turbmet on the floor aiove. Dist- and i-extracting fans carry the refuse bymean ta iipes to a dust box bulît on the outside of the building. The tow fron
the machein is taken and finished on the Flenisi knives by hand labour.

ed iCleaning E 1uipm net.-It shouhd bu pointed ont that a rough seed
cleaner anid a No. 150 final cleaner work in conjunction with most turbine Set-
ups. ('onveyer chutes under the deseeding machine carry the seed to the rough
cleaner, md frein there the partially cleaned seed îs placedi in the final cleaner
for gradng and bagging.

Some modern miîlls have what is known as a tow-eleaning machine. This
is used in conjunction with Flemish knives. The pullings and short fibres ofthe flax are conveyed to the machine, which is comnposed of a long axle withspikes revolving mn a sort of cradle-like, half-circular, mctal frame. Here thefibre is wound around the shaft, and the dirt and shives are dropped into dustor refuse boxes. The fibre is removed periodically from the shaft, whili May bustopped revolving at convenient intervals.

Balert.Modern power balers are capable of producing a good bale of flax.The type in cominon use has a reversible motor so that the bale rack may buraised or lowered by means of elcetrie power, according to the quantity placedin the bale. This makes very compact and satisfactory bales for shipment

Prod of Grteten 7Towvit Ti ordinairy grain binder, with suitable, well-sharpend knives . nay be used for cutting flax for green tow purposes. Theseed is removed from the ripe straw, anid the straw is passed t wo et' threc timtesthrougi the ordinarv Donkev brake, producing whiat is known as grain. tow,used im the furniture utpholstering trade.
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